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ABSTRACT

Knowledge about failures and failure propagation paths in early design can benefit Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) system development by identifying expected system failures, determining adequate system monitoring, and improving system reliability through hardware configurational changes. Function-based failure analysis provides a means for early system representation that can provide meaningful results for failure analysis. Function-based failure analysis methods model failures propagating between components based on shared energy, material, and signal (EMS) flows. Limiting these connections to the designed system representation limits the scope of failure impact and propagation analysis. This paper presents a method of defining and reasoning on flow states for designed and potential EMS flows and using this information to determine impact and propagation behavior for failures based on early design information. To demonstrate the value of this approach, an electrical power system design is developed and analyzed as a case study. The initial results presented in this paper specifically benefit the development of PHM by providing simulated system behavior for a wide scope of propagation paths and by identifying the impact of failures with respect to system functions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Prognostics and health management (PHM) provides complex systems with the ability to mitigate the effect of failures, thereby reducing the risk of failure and improving reliability. The role of PHM can be dissected into identifying faults and then acting to mitigate the impact of faults. Often the approach taken to developing a health management subsystem occurs after the rest of a system design has been refined to a high level of precision. While this can be beneficial to fault identification goals of PHM in that many components have known failure characteristics, this post-design approach is also limiting. When PHM considerations are included in the design of the system it is possible to make system design decisions based on failure detectability as well as mitigation effectiveness. The difficulty of incorporating PHM considerations into early design is the lack of specific fault information and system-level failure characterizations.

While numerous methods exist for analyzing and quantifying the risk and reliability of systems, the greatest benefit in terms of failure mitigation comes from reliability methods that are applied in the design stage. Combining early failure analysis with PHM development offers two advantages. First, PHM development benefits from the failure state characterization results from reliability analysis. Second, system component and configuration design can be optimized to reduce risk with less expense in the design stage compared to any other stage of product development. Including PHM considerations into design stage reliability analysis increases the importance of the concept of failure propagation within the system. Since, health management techniques are generally applied to the system level, design stage failure analysis must provide results at the system level and not be limited to single point failures.

To realize the mutual benefits of early PHM development and system reliability analysis, methods of design stage failure analysis are beginning to be developed (Kurtoglu et al., 2008). Most methods of design stage failure analysis utilize a functional approach to system representation models (Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008a; Jensen et al., 2008; Huang and Jin, 2008; Hutcheson et al., 2006; Krus and Grantham Lough, 2007; Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008b; Grantham-Lough et al., 2008; Meshkat et al., 2007; Stone et al., 2005; Tumer and Stone, 2003). In their traditional use, these models capture the transformation of energy, material and signal (EMS) flows within a system under operational or nominal conditions. This presents a fundamental limitation for function-based system models to be used for reliability analysis, which focuses not on the nominal, but almost completely on the fail-
ure design space. This paper asserts that methods of failure analysis that are limited to nominal state system representation generally fail to capture the failure propagation paths not explicitly identified in the design representation. For many real failures this representation is inadequate to reflect faults that propagate along unidentified EMS paths. For example real material leaks and electrical shorts introduce EMS flows in a system that are not reflected by the nominal state representation of the functional model. Some design research work has focused on formalizing the language of functional representation (Functional Basis) (Hirtz et al., 2002). The function-flow relationship of new EMS flows created by failures can not be formally described from the functional perspective as there is no consistent logical construct of how a function changes when acting on different EMS flows.

The goal of this paper is to address the limitation of this nominal system behavior representation by tracking the state of all flows in a system. In this light, this paper introduces the Flow State Logic (FSL) method, which provides a method of logic reasoning based on EMS flows to capture failure propagation along paths that are not considered in the original design. The FSL method in this paper is shown to augment an existing function-based failure analysis method to capture effects of failures following EMS flow paths beyond those represented in the functional model. The Function-Failure Identification and Propagation (FFIP) framework introduced in prior work (Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008a) to provide the foundation for assessing the impact of component level failures at the functional level. Augmenting this approach with the FSL method provides a more complete picture of system reliability in the design stage. Furthermore, the results from this analysis can be used to design effective health management responses to faults. In this way system design and health management development can have a symbiotic relationship with the overall goals of lower risk and safer system operation. Implementing this type of approach in the design stage allows the system architecture to be optimized in order to reduce the effect of failure. Further, health management systems can be provided information in the design stage necessary to mitigate failures beyond what can be addressed through hardware and configurational optimization.

1.1 Overview

In the following sections, we first review the related work in reliability methods and fault mitigation approaches to summarize the current state of the art. The underlying concept of Flow State Logic (FSL) is the classification of Flow States which is outlined in the next section. The resulting flow characterizations allow for flow state failure analysis. With this groundwork in place, we then present the methodology of tracking failure propagation along failure-induced flow paths. To demonstrate the benefits of implementing the FSL methodology for PHM development, an example Electrical Power System (EPS) is developed and analyzed using the presented framework. The EPS system is based on the Advanced Diagnostic and Prognostics Testbed (ADAPT), and the analysis results provide insight to guide PHM development.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Approaches to Health Management

For health management systems to be capable of fault mitigation they must first be capable of correctly diagnosing faults. Fault diagnosis is the process of determining the cause of any abnormal or unexpected behavior in a complex system (Patterson-Hine, 2005). The field of fault identification and mitigation used for health management systems has developed in two ways, (de Kleer and Kurien, 2003). The first is a high-level approach using model-based diagnosis (MBD), where a system is monitored and a comparison is performed of observed and expected behavior of the system to detect anomalous conditions usually with the goal of run-time repair (Patton et al., 1998). MBD is based largely on early work in qualitative physics and qualitative reasoning (Weld and de Kleer, 1987; Forbus, 1984; Kuipers, 1986; Struss, 1988) The second aspect is a research community that focuses on fault detection and isolation. This area is primarily concerned with analyzing diagnosability and testability of the system and what instrumentation is needed to accomplish diagnostic functionality. Testability analysis is usually performed before any tests are designed and is based on the physical topology of the system and proposed instrumentation locations. Tools in this field use models, which capture the physical connectivity of system components and map failure modes and instrumentation points onto a dependency graph (Deb et al., 1995). Expert systems are extensively used in diagnosis, where knowledge acquired from human experts is formulated in different ways such as if-then rules or decision trees (Giarratano and Riley, 2004), and statistical and probabilistic classification methods are applied where physical behavioral is difficult to model in analytical form (Yairi et al., 2001; Berenji et al., 2003).

2.2 Function-Based Approaches to Reliability

To enable the analysis of failure potential during early design, functional modeling has been introduced in prior work as a basis for system representation for the majority of design stage reliability methods. Functional modeling is a system representation method, developed as a means to enhance the concept generation stage of product design (Pahl and Beitz, 1996). Using this approach, designers identify specific functions that a product must accomplish and connect these functions in a block diagram with the EMS flows that are transformed by the functions. Functional modeling has also been used in reverse engineering methods.
such as the Force Flow Analysis (Greer et al., 2004; Otto and Wood, 2001). This method dissects products into components and the forces acting on and between components and finally into the functions that components embody. Most of the function-based methods in the research community make use of the Functional Basis (Hirtz et al., 2002; Stone and Wood, 2000) in order to provide a standard taxonomy for concept design and avoid the use of designer specific function and flow descriptions. Based on the usefulness of functional modeling for system representation in early design, it has also been used as part of the system representation in many early design reliability methods.

The first method that proposed a function-based approach to failure analysis was the Function Failure Design Method (FFDM) (Tumer and Stone, 2003; Stone et al., 2005). In FFDM, the functional model is developed to represent the system design, which serves as a basis for generating configuration concepts of component implementations of function. Based on historical failure data for these types of components, it is then possible to establish likely failure modes for a given function. However, because historic failure data for components is configuration-specific, failure propagation is difficult to incorporate into an analysis, limiting the method to single, independent faults.

Several other methods built upon the FFDM methodology. Hutcheson et al. introduced a methodology to enable the design of health monitoring modules concurrently with system conceptual design to reveal, model, and eliminate associated risks and failures (Hutcheson et al., 2006). Also the Risk in Early Design (RED) methodology determined functional-failure likelihood and consequence-based risk assessment to identifying high-risk and low-risk function-failure combinations (Grantham-Lough et al., 2008).

Connecting component failure risk and to a functional model for design stage reliability was also shown by Meshkat et al. using a commercial systems engineering tool, CORE (Meshkat et al., 2007). Using this method, functional models are related to dynamic fault trees to correlate historic risk and failure mode data of components to implemented functions. As with previous empirical approaches, model accuracy in this work is directly related to depth and applicability of historical data.

### 2.3 Failure Propagation Analysis in Design

A limitation of these previous methods is the singular and independent nature of the failure capable of analysis. To overcome this limitation, other research efforts have focused on including the propagation of failure in the analysis. As a direct extension of FFDM and RED introduced above, a failure propagation method was introduced by Krus and Grantham-Lough (Krus and Grantham Lough, 2007) to develop failure propagation mapping based on historical data using a functional model for system representation. This method adapted the element of common interfaces from change prediction (Clarkson, 2004) to apply to the functional level. This method explicitly defines failures as propagating along the designed flow paths.

A related approach (Wang and Jin, 2002) presented a Bayesian network analysis tool for evaluating the properties of function structures based on dependencies between flows and functions. In this method, the causation relationship is identified between a flow and every functional failure for each identified high-level function. Failure propagation is analyzed using a Function Event Network of all possible causation relationships in the function structure. This type of approach allows for a probabilistic analysis by applying a statistical reliability to the failure of each function in the function structure. An extension of this work is the Conceptual Stress and Conceptual Strength Interference Theory (CSCSIT) method (Huang and Jin, 2008), where the conceptual strength of a function is the ability of a function to continue to operate while under normal energy, material and signal (EMS) flows. In this method, conceptual stresses are the EMS flows in the function structure. The application of interference theory is used to define functional faults as when the output flow from a function is out of a specified normal range.

Finally, the Function-Failure Identification and Propagation (FFIP) framework was introduced (Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008a; 2008b) as a design stage method for reasoning about failures based on the mapping between components, functions, and nominal and off-nominal behavior. The goal of the FFIP method is to identify failure propagation paths and map component failure states to function health. This approach does not rely on a historical database but instead uses a failure simulation method for determining fault propagation paths and the risks associated with them, providing the designer with the possibility of analyzing functional and component failures and reasoning about their effects downstream in a design based on their nominal and failed state behavior. In this paper, FFIP is used as a starting point, and hence will be explained in more detail in the next section.

As an extension of the FFIP method, the Function-Failure Reasoner (FFR) method was developed to quantify the effect of failures and compare design alternatives (Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008b). This method introduces Function Failure Impact (FFI) as the quantitative description of FFIP scenario results, providing designers with a means to indicate the relative importance of each function. In this paper, the impact of fault scenarios simulated with the FSL method use FFI values to quantify the results.

### 3 FLOW STATE LOGIC METHODOLOGY

Implicit in the concept of failure propagation is that there are specific paths that a failure can be described as following, affecting one component and then another. Design stage approaches that investigate failure propagation use the nominal operating system rep-
representation to model both the system and the failures that affect that system. Failure propagation analysis that is limited to the designed (expected) flows in the system representation fails to capture potential flow paths. For example a failure in one component might reasonably be expected to affect the next nominally connected component; function failure reasoning can capture the effect of this propagation. However, many failures can propagate to components that would not be connected in the nominal system representation, such as in the case of a fluid leak, short circuit, or an explosion. While some of these failures are rare the impact warrants their inclusion into a thorough risk analysis. As part of this research, the Flow State Logic (FSL) reasoning method was developed to meet this shortcoming in function-based failure propagation analysis methods.

Flow State Logic reasoning, introduced in this paper as an effective means to design PHM systems, identifies and characterizes energy, material, and signal (EMS) flows as part of a failure simulation, characterizing both potential and designed flows (those represented in the nominal system representation). Additionally this method defines component behavioral models based on operating mode changes that occur as a result of input EMS flow types and levels. The combination of these two elements into a function failure reasoning method provides meaningful results for a number of different types of failure scenarios. For example, a known failure mode for a generic valve component is defined as a leak. Including the FSL methodology into an analysis would provide results on the impact of the material leak when it affects other components in the system. Further, with the FSL methodology, a failure state could be identified and analyzed when the system experiences specific EMS flows from its environment.

3.1 System Representation
In this paper, FFIP, discussed in Section 2.3 (Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008a), is used as a starting point to provide the system representation, including the functional and configurational layouts. The goal of the FFIP framework is to link failure propagation to the ability of a design to provide the desired functionality. Therefore, the first step of the FFIP method is to decompose design requirements into a functional model (FM). This functional decomposition is elaborated to the point where generalized components can be identified to embody all functions. The generalized components are modeled using a component Configuration Flow Graph (CFG) which is related to the FM by the Energy, Material, and Signal (EMS) flows. That is, the EMS flows that connect functions in the FM are identical to the EMS flows between the generalized components that embody those functions. A simulation of the system is then created by linking behavioral models for each component according to the configuration identified in the CFG. The final module of the FFIP framework is the Function Failure Logic (FFL) reasoner. This reasoner evaluates the input and output flows of a component behavioral model and relates these to the operative state of the functions that the component embodies. With this framework in place, critical scenarios or failures of interest to the designer can be simulated to provide information about the functional health of the system (Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008a).

This paper also uses some of the quantifiers that were introduced as part of the FFR method, described in Section 2.3 (Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008b). Specifically, the Function Failure Impact (FFI) is calculated as the cost of a function’s state multiplied by the function’s criticality rating, summing over all functions in the system. Function Criticality Ratings (FCR) are defined by designers based on relative importance and can be assigned in the functional decomposition and the FM. The relative cost of function states is assigned by designers and is analogous with the cost/difficulty of returning that function to a nominal state. In the case study, the impact of fault scenarios simulated with the FSL method use FFI values to quantify the results.

The system representation and function failure reasoning elements of the FFIP framework and the impact reasoning of the FFR method provide a foundation for the FSL method. The goal of the FSL method is to determine the functional impact of failures that occur because of unanticipated EMS flows (or alternatively, the impact of new flows caused by failures). The coupling of the functional and component representations from the FFIP framework provide a means of relating components to the functions those components embody based on matching EMS flows. The FFL reasoning produces the results from simulating possible failure scenarios with the FSL methodology, while the cost and function state evaluation from the FFR methodology provide a means for evaluating the FFL results. Combined, these elements provide a means for representing the designed system and outputting and evaluating the results of failure simulations. The following FSL methodology completes this analysis by creating a means to simulate faults in a system when considering EMS flows that are not modeled in the nominal system representation.

3.2 Flow State Characterization
This paper asserts that failure events can lead to unanticipated Energy, Material, and Signal (EMS) flows in a system, which must be considered when designing a PHM system. If failure propagation is assumed to follow EMS flow paths then a complete failure analysis of a design must also include potential flows. From a failure standpoint, any flow between components and from components is possible. Similarly, any flow from the environment to the component is also possible. It is therefore necessary to distinguish between designed flows and non-designed, or potential flows. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between designed flows and one potential flows that may exist in a fault specific
Non-designed flows are the cause and/or effect of certain failure events. To capture the possibility of failure propagation of these potential flows, the Flow State Logic (FSL) reasoner was introduced (Jensen et al., 2009) which identifies the state of any flow in the system of interest for any given system state. To begin the discussion, it is first necessary to define the concept of a flow’s state, which is to be differentiated from a flow’s actual value. Flow states can be separated as one normal state representing the designed flow and three states representing non-nominal flow.

The new flow states are described as follows:

1. **Normal Flow**: Flow is consistent with the original design
2. **New Flow**: Flow exists but was not designed to exist
3. **No Flow**: Flow does not exist but was designed to exist
4. **Reversed Flow**: All aspects except direction of flow are as designed

By categorizing the flow states of all flows that appear in a system, and using a critical event simulation, it is possible to identify the failures that propagate along both designed and potential EMS flow paths.

### 3.3 Flow State Logic

To map failure propagation along new system EMS flows, the Flow State Logic (FSL) reasoner has been developed and is introduced here to provide more complete and accurate results about the state of failures. Implementing the concept of Flow State Logic into FFIP requires a reasoner which evaluates the port values of the behavioral models. Ports are the input and outputs of a component behavioral model. The behavioral models for components have input and output ports for the designed flows as identified in the CFG and input and output ports for potential flows that might exist in a failed state. As can be seen Figure 2, FSL reasoning modules are created to evaluate flows by comparing the ports of nominally connected components as well as the potential ports. Figure 3 shows the logic used by the FSL for potential and designed flows. The Flow State Logic for designed flows evaluates the output and input ports A.I and B.I. The example potential flow logic evaluates the environmental input port E.P.I and potential component input port A.P.I.

### 3.4 Propagation-Based Behavioral Models

To accommodate the addition of the FSL reasoner, the behavioral model of a system must be formulated differently than the previous FFIP work. The first new element is the addition of a model element that corresponds to the environment around the system. Previous methods of defining component behavior identify the relationship between known input and output flows based on component mode (Kurtoglu and Tumer, 2008a; 2008b). To be flexible enough to analyze failure scenarios with new unknown flow types, this method uses a systematic approach to flow propagation to create component behavioral models. This is done by establishing a relationship between the component behavior mode and the propagation characteristics of a flow. The types of flows used in this method are the secondary level of flow as specified by the Functional Basis (Hirtz et al., 2002; Stone and Wood, 2000), summarized in Figure 4.

For a component, the behavioral model is created by defining the relationship between designed input and output EMS flows based on component mode. Then for each type of potential flow that is considered, a designer specifies the critical level at which a component mode would change. If a critical level exists, then the component mode change is specified. Finally, some components do not have any means to propagate a type of flow to other system components. Therefore, the Boolean options of propagation or no propagation are specified for each potential flow type. In this way nominal and potential flow event behaviors are inte-
Figure 3: Example logic used for potential and designed flows for the FSL reasoner.
flows. After using the FFIP framework for system representation, the Function Failure Logic (FFL) modules for each system function are created. The combined FFL reasoner modules provide function health states for each component based on behavioral model nominal inputs and outputs.

4.2 Implementing the FSL methodology

In order to create the behavioral model for each component, the designed behavior is first specified based on discrete modes of the component. Then, to address both the designed behavior and the behavior associated with new flows, the following three questions for each of the EMS flows identified in Figure 4 are answered:

1. What qualitative level for each flow is necessary to change the mode of the component? (This is called the critical level.)
2. Does this component have the physical means to propagate this flow to nominally connected components?
3. How will each flow at its critical level affect component mode?

The answers to these three questions are used to derive the behavior model for each component. Combining the behavioral models together forms a system simulation model. The final addition is the inclusion of FSL reasoning modules to evaluate the state of flows as described above. Figure 8 illustrates the behavioral mode changes for a generic relay component with respect to the designed and potential EMS flows.

4.3 Results

The results from simulating failures using this approach is a quantified relative functional impact for each failure scenario. System simulation using this method can provide a means for failure propagation analysis of single and multiple component faults. Example scenario set one, illustrates the fault impact analysis capabilities of this method for single and multiple faults. The second example set shows how the scope of failure analysis is expanded using the FSL reasoning.

The first critical fault scenario is a single fault of the Pump Load. When the pump failure of a blocked flow is simulated the result is a higher than nominal current draw, causing Circuit Breaker 1 to trip. Functionally, the impact of this failure is significant because of the loss of electrical flow to multiple down stream components. The function states determined by the FFL reasoner for this are presented in Figure 9. While single failures may be of higher likelihood than multiple component failures it may be of interest for designers to know the impact of multiple faults, especially when considering failures to system safeguards. For this reason the results of the previous example can be compared with the same fault to the pump load but also considering the impact of Circuit Breakers 1 and 2 failing to trip with the high current flow. The result is that electrical energy is still provided to the loads. However, the high current draw of the pump limits the available electrical energy to the load causing it to operate in a degraded state. The impact of this failure is presented in Figure 10.

The following set of examples provide insight into some of the benefits to the presented method. Considering again the effect of the blocked flow pump failure but with a different system load state. When the light load is not active (but the Fan load is active) the result of the pump fault is that the pump operates in a degraded state. The functional impact of this is presented in Figure 11. FSL reasoning provides the capabilities of analysis of new EMS flows created as a result of failures as well as new flows that might cause failures. For the final scenario, the same pump failure can generate a new EMS flow in the system of Liquid Material. When the Fan Load is exposed to a Liquid Material flow the Fan operates in a degraded state. This added a new functional failure as seen in Figure 12.

5 DISCUSSION

This paper presents an analysis of an Electrical Power System (EPS) using a Flow State Logic reasoning method. The main contribution of the FSL reasoning to the example system was to expand the scope of the failure scenarios for analysis. The benefit to PHM development is the same for this practical example. However, the fundamental concept behind the FSL method, that potential EMS flows that can exist in failed states that are not captured in nominal system representation, may provide insight into model-based reasoning approaches. For example, to simulate the impact of unanticipated EMS flows with this method generates a model that can be used for model-based reasoners. Additionally, the approach of recognizing a limited set of potential flows expands the system failure models used by the diagnostic reasoners.

For PHM development, the results indicate future contributions in two areas. First, this method applied to the PHM system provides a means to perform a function-based failure propagation behavior and impact analysis. Because the EPS sensor suite was also modeled in the simulation, a set of sensor characteristics readings was created for each failure. This information could be used to develop initial fault diagnostic reasoning. Secondly, comparing these fault sensor maps for uniqueness provides a metric for determining fault detectability and can provide designers with information on sensor placement.

A significant limitation of this current simulation methodology is the lack of time-to-failure analysis. For example, the fourth scenario given as an example in the previous section simulated failure propagation from the pump component to the fan component. The results are presented at an end state, however, a real failure of this type would have a certain time to impact...
Figure 5: Functional Decomposition of an Electrical Power System.

Figure 6: Functional Model of an Electrical Power System.
Figure 7: Component configuration and EMS flow diagram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relay</th>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>Critical Level</th>
<th>Propagates?</th>
<th>Mode Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Energy</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Signal</td>
<td>Open/Close</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Open/close</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Energy</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>stuck open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Energy</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>stuck open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Energy</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>open/short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic Energy</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>stuck open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Material</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>stuck open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas material</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Material</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>stuck open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Material</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>stuck open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma Material</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>stuck open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Example mode changes used to define component behavioral model.
Figure 9: Function failure results of scenario 1, Pump Load failure of "Blocked Flow".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>FCR</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>FFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actuate EE</td>
<td>Relay 2</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convert EE</td>
<td>Inverter 1</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulate EE</td>
<td>Circuit Breaker 2</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuate EE</td>
<td>Relay 3</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convert EE, EM</td>
<td>Light Load</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.1666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuate EE</td>
<td>Relay 4</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convert EE, RE</td>
<td>Fan Load</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.1666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuate EE</td>
<td>Relay 5</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convert EE, TE</td>
<td>Pump Load</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>Lost Recoverable</td>
<td>0.1666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8334</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: Function failure results of scenario 2, Pump Load failure of "Blocked Flow" and Circuit Breakers 1 and 2 failure of "No Trip".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>FCR</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>FFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulate EE</td>
<td>Circuit Breaker 1</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0.0834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulate EE</td>
<td>Circuit Breaker 2</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0.0834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convert EE, EM</td>
<td>Light Load</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>Degraded</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convert EE, TE</td>
<td>Pump Load</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>Degraded</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3334</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Function failure results of scenario 3, Pump Load failure of "Blocked Flow" with no Light Load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>FCR</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>FFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convert EE, TE</td>
<td>Pump Load</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>Degraded</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Function failure results of scenario 4, Pump Load Failure of "Blocked Flow" with new liquid flow to Fan Load.
associated with it. Future work will examine explicitly defining failure propagation timing for both designed and potential flow paths. Additionally, this approach has focused on the mechanical component design and how the analysis results can benefit PHM design. Including the PHM control subsystem as part of the simulation provides a means of quantifying health management response with respect to function state. Future work will demonstrate a simple health management system design for the EPS presented in this paper and evaluate the response of that PHM system to failures caused by unanticipated EMS flows. Including the PHM control subsystem in the simulation would demonstrate the effectiveness of health management approaches; future work will investigate the inclusion of human interaction with the system. This extension could be used for evaluating the effectiveness of operator responses to failures for human-in-the-loop systems.

6 CONCLUSION

The symbiotic benefits of designing the PHM and physical system concurrently can be achieved when failure analysis is applied in the early stage of design. To this end a functional approach to failure analysis is used in this paper to design a conceptual Electric Power System (EPS). The Function Failure Identification and Propagation (FFIP) method has been used in previous work to analyze the impact of failure and assess failure propagation with respect to system function. In this paper, the Flow State Logic (FSL) method was shown to expand the failure reasoning space to include potential flows not accounted for in the nominal system representation. Further this paper demonstrates that using this function-based failure impact reasoning can provide initial design information beneficial for the PHM development.
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